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I SPELLING BEE VOCABULARY WORDS MIDDLE SCHOOL 

 WORDS MEANING 

1 absorb 
v. //əbˈsɔːrb// to take in a liquid, gas or other substance from the surface or space 
around 

2 active 
adj. //ˈæktɪv// always busy doing things, especially physical activities 

  
 

3 addictive 
adj. //əˈdɪktɪv// if a drug is addictive, it makes people unable to stop taking it 

  

 4 advantage 
n. // ədˈvæntɪdʒ// a thing that helps you to be better or more successful than other 
people 

5 age 
n. //eɪdʒ// the number of years that a person has lived or a thing has existed 

  
 6 American n. // əˈmerɪkən// a person from America, especially the US 

7 angry 
adj. //ˈæŋɡri// having strong feelings about something that you dislike very much or 
about an unfair situation 

  
 

8 animal 
n. //ˈænɪml// a creature that is not a bird, a fish, a reptile, an insect or a human 
 

9 Amazon n. //ˈæməzɑːn// a woman from a group of female warriors 

10 avoid v. //əˈvɔɪd// to prevent something bad from happening 

11 band 
n. //bænd// a small group of musicians who play popular music together, often with a 
singer or singers 

  
 

12 bank 
n. //bæŋk// an organization that provides various financial services, for example 
keeping or lending money 

13 battery 
n. //ˈbætəri// a device that is placed inside a car engine, clock, radio, etc. and that 
produces the electricity that makes it work 

  
 

14 bean 
n. //biːn// a seed, or pod containing seeds, of a climbing plant, eaten as a vegetable. 
There are several types of bean and the plants that they grow on are also called beans 

  
 

16 become 
v. //bɪˈkʌm// linking verb to start to be something 

  
 

17 beside 
prep.  //bɪˈsaɪd// next to or at the side of somebody/something 

  
 

18 better 
adj. //ˈbetər// of a higher standard or less poor quality; not as bad as something else 
 

19 bilingual 
n. //ˌbaɪˈlɪŋɡwəl// a person who can speak two languages equally well 

  
 

20 bite 
v. //baɪt// to use your teeth to cut into or through something 

  
 

21 blood 
n. //blʌd// the red liquid that flows through the bodies of humans and animals 
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22 blow 
v. //bloʊ// to send out air from the mouth 

  
 

23 boring 
adj. //ˈbɔːrɪŋ// not interesting; making you feel tired and impatient 

  
 

24 bottle 
n. //ˈbɑːtl// a glass or plastic container, usually round with straight sides and a narrow 
neck, used especially for storing liquids 
 

25 bow 
v. //baʊ// to move your head or the top half of your body forwards and downwards as 
a sign of respect or to say hello or goodbye 

  
 

26 brainstorm 
v. //ˈbreɪnstɔːrm// to all think about something at the same time, often in order to 
solve a problem or to create good ideas 

  
 

27 business 
n. //ˈbɪznəs// the activity of making, buying, selling or supplying goods or services for 
money 

  
 

28 camera 
n. //ˈkæmərə// a piece of equipment for taking photographs, moving pictures or 
television pictures 

  
 

29 can 
n. //kæn// a metal container in which food and drink is sold 

 
 

30 cardboard 
n. //ˈkɑːrdbɔːrd// stiff material like very thick paper, often used for making boxes 

  
 

31 cent 
n. //sent// a coin and unit of money worth 1% of the main unit of money in many 
countries, for example of the US dollar or of the euro 

32 centenary n. //senˈtenəri// the 100th anniversary of an event 

33 censor 
n.  //ˈsensər// a person whose job is to examine books, films/movies, etc. and remove 
parts which are considered to be offensive, immoral or a political threat 

34 cheap adj. //tʃiːp// costing little money or less money than you expected 

35 children 
n. //ˈtʃɪldrən// a young human who is not yet an adult 

  
 

36 Chicago 
n. //ʃɪˈkɔɡoʊ// the third largest city in the United States. It is in the state of Illinois on 
Lake Michigan and is sometimes called the “Windy City.” 

  
 

37 Chinese 
adj. //ˌtʃaɪˈniːz// from or connected with China 

  
 38 city n. //ˈsɪti// a large and important town 

39 climate n. //ˈklaɪmət// the regular pattern of weather conditions of a particular place 

40 clothes n. //kloʊz// the things that you wear, such as trousers/pants, dresses and jackets 

41 cognate adj. //ˈkɑːɡneɪt// having the same origin as another word or language 
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 WORDS MEANING 

42 coins 
n. //kɔɪn// a small flat piece of metal used as money 

  
 

43 collection n. //kəˈlekʃn// a group of objects, often of the same sort, that have been collected 

44 collector n. //kəˈlektər// a person who collects things, either as a hobby or as a job 

45 combat n. //ˈkɑːmbæt// fighting or a fight, especially during a time of war 

46 come 
v. //kʌm// to move to or towards a person or place 

  

 47 communicate v. //kəˈmjuːnɪkeɪt// to exchange information, news, ideas, etc. with somebody 

48 community 
n. //kəˈmjuːnəti// all the people who live in a particular area, country, etc. when talked 
about as a group 

  
 

49 compact 
adj. //ˈkɑːmpækt// smaller than is usual for things of the same kind 

  
 

50 compete 
v. //kəmˈpiːt// to try to be more successful or better than somebody else who is trying 
to do the same as you 

51 computer 
n. //kəmˈpjuːtər// an electronic machine that can store, organize and find information, 
do calculations and control other machines 

  
 

52 container n. //kənˈteɪnər// a box, bottle, etc. in which something can be stored or transported 

53 context 
n. //ˈkɑːntekst// the situation in which something happens and that helps you to 
understand it 

  
 
 

54 correct 
adj. //kəˈrekt// accurate or true, without any mistakes 

  
  

55 Country n. //ˈkʌntri// an area of land that has or used to have its own government and laws 

56 culture 
n. //ˈkʌltʃər// the customs and beliefs, art, way of life and social organization of a 
particular country or group 

57 cup 
n. //kʌp// a small container shaped like a bowl, usually with a handle, used for drinking 
tea, coffee, etc. 

58 cyclone 
n. //ˈsaɪkloʊn// a violent tropical storm in which strong winds move in a circle 

  
 

59 damage 
n. //ˈdæmɪdʒ// physical harm caused to something which makes it less attractive, 
useful or valuable 

60 debate 

n. //dɪˈbeɪt// a formal discussion of an issue at a public meeting or in a parliament. In a 
debate two or more speakers express opposing views and then there is often a vote on 
the issue 

61 definition 
n. //ˌdefɪˈnɪʃn// an explanation of the meaning of a word or phrase, especially in a 
dictionary; the act of stating the meanings of words and phrases 
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62 density n. //ˈdensəti// the quality of being dense; the degree to which something is dense 
  

 63 destiny 
n. //ˈdestəni// what happens to somebody or what will happen to them in the future, 
especially things that they cannot change or avoid 

64 destock 
v. //ˌdiːˈstɑːk// to reduce the amount of goods in a shop/store, the amount of materials 
kept available for making something in a factory, etc 

65 detail n. // dɪˈteɪl//a small individual fact or item; a less important fact or item 

66 dictionary 
n. // ˈdɪkʃəneri// a book that gives a list of the words of a language in alphabetical order 
and explains what they mean, or gives a word for them in a foreign language 

67 different 
adj. // ˈdɪfrənt// not the same as somebody/something; not like somebody/something 
else 

68 director n. //daɪˈrektər// one of a group of senior managers who run a company 

69 disposable 
adj. // dɪˈspoʊzəbl// made to be thrown away after use 

  
 

70 doctor 
n. // ˈdɑːktər// a person who has been trained in medical science, whose job is to treat 
people who are ill/sick or injured 

71 drastic 
adj. // ˈdræstɪk// extreme in a way that has a sudden, serious or violent effect on 
something 

72 drink 
n. //drɪŋk// a liquid for drinking; an amount of a liquid that you drink 

  
 

73 drive v. //draɪv// to operate a vehicle so that it goes in a particular direction 

74 drought 
n. //draʊt// a long period of time when there is little or no rain 

  
 

75 durable adj. //ˈdʊrəbl// likely to last for a long time without breaking or getting weaker 

76 earthquake 
n. //ˈɜːrθkweɪk// a sudden, violent shaking of the earth’s surface 

  
 

77 eccentric n. //ɪkˈsentrɪk// a person who is considered by other people to be strange or unusual 

78 ecological 
adj. //ˌiːkəˈlɑːdʒɪkl// connected with the relation of plants and living creatures to each 
other and to their environment 

79 economy 
n. //ɪˈkɑːnəmi// the relationship between production, trade and the supply of money in 
a particular country or region 

80 effort 
n. //ˈefərt// the physical or mental energy that you need to do something; something 
that takes a lot of energy 

81 energy 
n. //ˈenərdʒi// the ability to put effort and enthusiasm into an activity, work, etc. 
 

82 English 
n. //ˈɪŋɡlɪʃ// the language, originally of England, now spoken in many other countries 
and used as a language of international communication throughout the world 
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83 envious 
adj. //ˈenviəs// wanting to be in the same situation as somebody else; wanting 
something that somebody else has 

84 environment 
n. // ɪnˈvaɪrənmənt// the conditions that affect the behaviour and development of 
somebody/something; the physical conditions that somebody/something exists in 

85 example 
n. // ɪɡˈzæmpl// something such as an object, a fact or a situation that shows, explains 
or supports what you say 

86 expensive adj. // ɪkˈspensɪv// costing a lot of money 

87 experience 
n. // ɪkˈspɪriəns// the knowledge and skill that you have gained through doing 
something for a period of time; the process of gaining this 

88 extinction n. // ɪkˈstɪŋkʃn// a situation in which a plant, an animal, a way of life, etc. stops existing 

89 false adj. // fɔːls// wrong; not correct or true 

  
 90 family n. // ˈfæməli// a group consisting of one or two parents and their children 

91 fantastic 
adj. // fænˈtæstɪk// extremely good; excellent 

  
 

92 fantasy 
n. // ˈfæntəsi// a pleasant situation that you imagine but that is unlikely to happen 

93 father 
n. // ˈfɑːðər// a male parent of a child or an animal; a person who is acting as the father 
to a child 

94 fiction 
n. // ˈfɪkʃn// a type of literature that describes imaginary people and events, not real 
ones 

95 finger 
n. // ˈfɪŋɡər// one of the four long thin parts that stick out from the hand (or five, if the 
thumb is included) 

96 first 
det. // fɜːrst// happening or coming before all other similar things or people 

  
 

97 fish 
n. //fɪʃ// a creature that lives in water, breathes through gills, and uses fins and a tail for 
swimming 

98 flood n. //flʌd// a large amount of water covering an area that is usually dry 

99 floor 
n. //flɔːr// the surface of a room that you walk on 

  
 

100 flowers 
n. //ˈflaʊər// the coloured part of a plant from which the seed or fruit develops. 
Flowers usually grow at the end of a stem and last only a short time 

101 float 
v. //floʊt// to move slowly on water or in the air 

  
 

102 food 
n. //fuːd// things that people or animals eat 

  
 

103 fossil 
n. //ˈfɑːsl// the remains of an animal or a plant which have become hard and turned 
into rock 
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104 fraction 
n. //ˈfrækʃn// a small part or amount of something 

  
 

105 France 
n. //fræns// a country in western Europe 

  
 

106 French 
adj. //frentʃ// of or connected with France, its people or its language 

  
 

107 friend 
n. //frend// a person you know well and like, and who is not usually a member of your 
family 

  
 

108 future 
n. //ˈfjuːtʃər// the time that will come after the present or the events that will happen 
then 

109 game 
n. //ɡeɪm// an activity or a sport with rules in which people or teams compete against 
each other 

110 garbage 
n.  //ˈɡɑːrbɪdʒ// waste food, paper, etc. that you throw away 

  
 

111 garden 
n. //ˈɡɑːrdn// a piece of land next to or around your house where you can grow 
flowers, fruit, vegetables, etc., usually with a lawn 

112 gasoline n. //ˈɡæsəliːn// a liquid obtained from petroleum, used as fuel in car engines, etc. 

112 generate 
v. //ˈdʒenəreɪt// to produce or create something 
 

113 German 
adj. //ˈdʒɜːrmən// from or connected with Germany 

  
 

114 girl 
n. //ɡɜːrl// a female child 

  
 

115 girlfriend 
n. //ˈɡɜːrlfrend// a girl or a woman that somebody is having a romantic relationship 
with 

116 glass 
n. //ɡlæs// a hard, usually transparent, substance used, for example, for making 
windows and bottles 

117 government 
n. //ˈɡʌvərnmənt// the group of people who are responsible for controlling a country or 
a state 

118 grade 
n. //ɡreɪd// the quality of a particular product or material 

  
 

119 guitar 
n. //ɡɪˈtɑːr/ / a musical instrument that usually has six strings, that you play with your 
fingers or with a plectrum 

120 hail 
v. //heɪl// to describe somebody/something as being very good or special, especially in 
newspapers, etc. 

121 happen 
v. //ˈhæpən// to take place, especially without being planned 

  
 

122 have 
v. //həv// to own, hold or possess something 
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123 hazardous adj. //ˈhæzərdəs// involving risk or danger, especially to somebody’s health or safety 

124 head 
n. //hed// the part of the body on top of the neck containing the eyes, nose, mouth and 
brain 

  
 

125 height 
n. //haɪt// the measurement of how tall a person or thing is 

  
 

126 history n. //ˈhɪstri// all the events that happened in the past a turning point in human history 

127 hobby n. //ˈhɑːbi// an activity that you do for pleasure when you are not working 

128 houses n. //ˈhaʊzɪz// a building for people to live in, usually for one family 

129 humor 
n. //ˈhjuːmər// the quality in something that makes it funny or amusing; the ability to 
laugh at things that are amusing 

130 hurricane 
n. //ˈhɜːrəkeɪn// a violent storm with very strong winds, especially in the western 
Atlantic Ocean 

131 imagine v. //ɪˈmædʒɪn// to form a picture in your mind of what something might be like 

132 impact n. //ˈɪmpækt// the powerful effect that something has on somebody/something 

132 impossible 
adj. //ɪmˈpɑːsəbl// that cannot exist or be done; not possible 

  
 

133 impress v. //ɪmˈpres// if a person or thing impresses you, you feel admiration for them or it 

134 increase v. //ɪnˈkriːs// to become or to make something greater in amount, number, value, etc 

135 insect 
n. //ˈɪnsekt// any small creature with six legs and a body divided into three parts. 
Insects usually also have wings. 

136 interested 
adj. //ˈɪntrəstɪd// giving your attention to something because you enjoy finding out 
about it or doing it; showing interest in something and finding it exciting 

137 interview 
n. //ˈɪntərvjuː// formal meeting at which somebody is asked questions to see if they are 
suitable for a particular job, or for a course of study at a college, university, etc. 

138 job 
n. //dʒɑːb// work for which you receive regular payment 

  
 

139 keyboard n. //ˈkiːbɔːrd// the set of keys for operating a computer or typewriter 

140 kilometer 
n. //ˈkɪləmiːtər// a unit for measuring distance; 1 000 metres 

  
 

141 koala 
n. //koʊˈɑːlə// an Australian animal with thick grey fur, large ears and no tail. Koalas 
live in trees and eat leaves. 
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141 landfill 
n. //ˈlændfɪl// an area of land where large amounts of waste material are buried under 
the earth 

142 landscape 
n. //ˈlændskeɪp// everything you can see when you look across a large area of land, 
especially in the country 
 

143 language 
n. // ˈlæŋɡwɪdʒ// the system of communication in speech and writing that is used by 
people of a particular country or area 

144 learning 
n. // ˈlɜːrnɪŋ// the process of learning something 

  
 

145 library 
n. // ˈlaɪbreri// a building in which collections of books, CDs, newspapers, etc. are kept 
for people to read, study or borrow 

146 license 
n. //ˈlaɪsns// an official document that shows that permission has been given to do, 
own or use something 

147 life 
n. //laɪf// the ability to breathe, grow, reproduce, etc. which people, animals and plants 
have before they die and which objects do not have 

148 limit n. //ˈlɪmɪt// a point at which something stops being possible or existing 

149 litter 
n. //ˈlɪtər// small pieces of rubbish/garbage such as paper, cans and bottles, that people 
have left lying in a public place 

150 little 
adj. //ˈlɪtl// not big; small; smaller than others 

  
 

151 magnets 
n. //ˈmæɡnət// a piece of iron that attracts objects made of iron towards it, either 
naturally or because of an electric current that is passed through it 

152 material 
n. //məˈtɪriəl// cloth used for making clothes, curtains, etc. 

  
 

153 match 
n. //mætʃ// a small stick made of wood or cardboard that is used for lighting a fire, 
cigarette, etc. 

154 mathematics 
n. //ˌmæθəˈmætɪks// the science of numbers and shapes. Branches of mathematics 
include arithmetic, algebra, geometry and trigonometry 

155 mean 
v. //miːn// to have something as a meaning 

  
 

156 meat 
n. //miːt// the flesh of an animal or a bird eaten as food; a particular type of this 

  
 

157 message 
n. //ˈmesɪdʒ// a written or spoken piece of information, etc. that you send to 
somebody or leave for somebody when you cannot speak to them yourself 

158 Mexican adj. //ˈmeksɪkən/ / from or connected with Mexico  

159 mistake 
n. //mɪˈsteɪk// an action or an opinion that is not correct, or that produces a result that 
you did not want 

160 money 
n. //ˈmʌni// what you earn by working or selling things, and use to buy things 

161 morning 
n. //ˈmɔːrnɪŋ// the early part of the day from the time when people wake up until 
midday or before lunch 
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162 mother 
n. //ˈmʌðər/ / a female parent of a child or animal; a person who is acting as a mother 
to a child 

163 motor 
n. //ˈmoʊtər// a device that uses electricity, petrol/gas, etc. to produce movement and 
makes a machine, a vehicle, a boat, etc. work 

164 mountain 
n. //ˈmaʊntn// a very high hill, often with rocks near the top 

  
 

165 music 
n. //ˈmjuːzɪk// sounds that are arranged in a way that is pleasant or exciting to listen to. 
People sing music or play it on instruments 

166 mystery n. //ˈmɪstri// something that is difficult to understand or to explain 

167 naturally adv. //ˈnætʃrəli// in a way that you would expect 

168 need 
v. //niːd// to require something/somebody because they are essential or very 
important, not just because you would like to have them 

169 neighborhood n. //ˈneɪbərhʊd// a district or an area of a town; the people who live there 

170 newspaper 
n. //ˈnuːzpeɪpər// a set of large printed sheets of paper containing news, articles, 
advertisements, etc. and published every day or every week 

171 night 
n. //naɪt// the time between one day and the next when it is dark, when people usually 
sleep 

172 object n. //ˈɑːbdʒekt// a thing that can be seen and touched, but is not alive 

173 office 
n. //ˈɑːfɪs// a room, set of rooms or building where people work, usually sitting at desks 

  
 

174 often 
adv. //ˈɔːftən/ / many times 

  
  

175 oil n.  //ɔɪl// a thick liquid that is found in rock underground 

176 once 
adv. //wʌns// on one occasion only; one time 

  
 

177 online adv. //ˌɑːnˈlaɪn// while being connected to a computer or to the Internet 

178 opposite 
adv. //ˈɑːpəzət// on the other side of a particular area from somebody/something and 
usually facing them 

179 option 
n. //ˈɑːpʃn// something that you can choose to have or do; the freedom to choose what 
you do 

  
 

180 organic adj. //ɔːrˈɡænɪk/ / produced or practised without using artificial chemicals 

181 outfit 
n. //ˈaʊtfɪt// a set of clothes that you wear together, especially for a particular occasion 
or purpose 
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182 paper 
n. //ˈpeɪpər// the thin material that you write and draw on and that is also used for 
wrapping and packing things 

183 parent 
n. //ˈperənt// a person’s father or mother 
 
 
 184 parking 
n. //ˈpɑːrkɪŋ// the act of stopping a vehicle at a place and leaving it there for a period of 
time 

185 partial adj. //ˈpɑːrʃl// not complete or whole 

186 participate v. //pɑːrˈtɪsɪpeɪt// to take part in or become involved in an activity 

187 party 
n. //ˈpɑːrti// a political organization that you can vote for in elections and whose 
members have the same aims and ideas 

188 people 
n. //ˈpiːpl// persons; men, women and children 

  
 

189 performance 
n. //pərˈfɔːrməns// the act of performing a play, concert or some other form of 
entertainment 

190 photography n. //fəˈtɑːɡrəfi// the art, process or job of taking photographs or filming something 

191 physical adj. //ˈfɪzɪkl// connected with a person’s body rather than their mind 

192 picture n. //ˈpɪktʃər// a painting or drawing, etc. that shows a scene, a person or thing 

193 pie n. //paɪ// fruit baked in a dish with pastry on the bottom, sides and top 

194 piece 
n. //piːs// an amount of something that has been cut or separated from the rest of it; a 
standard amount of something 

195 place 
n. //pleɪs// a particular position, point or area 

  
 

196 planet 
n. //ˈplænɪt// a large round object in space that moves around a star (such as the sun) 
and receives light from it 

  
 

197 plant 
n. //plænt// a living thing that grows in the earth and usually has a stem, leaves and 
roots, especially one that is smaller than a tree or bush 

198 plate 
n. //pleɪt// a flat, usually round, dish that you put food on 

  
 

199 play v. //pleɪ// to do things for pleasure, as children do; to enjoy yourself, rather than work 

200 player 
n. //ˈpleɪər// a person who takes part in a game or sport 

  
 

201 please 
exc. //pliːz// used as a polite way of asking for something or telling somebody to do 
something 

202 pocket 
n. //ˈpɑːkɪt// a small piece of material like a small bag sewn into or onto a piece of 
clothing so that you can carry things in it 

203 pollution n. //pəˈluːʃn// the process of making air, water, soil, etc. dirty; the state of being dirty 
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204 popular 
adj. //ˈpɑːpjələr// liked or enjoyed by a large number of people 

  
 

205 poverty 
n. //ˈpɑːvərti// the state of being poor 

  
 

206 prediction 
n. //prɪˈdɪkʃn// a statement that says what you think will happen; the act of making 
such a statement 

207 price 
n. //praɪs// the amount of money that you have to pay for something 

208 printer 
n. //ˈprɪntər// a machine for printing text on paper, especially one connected to a 
computer 

209 problem n. //ˈprɑːbləm// a thing that is difficult to deal with or to understand 

210 procrastinating 
v. //proʊˈkræstɪneɪt// to delay doing something that you should do, usually because 
you do not want to do it 

211 produce 
v. //prəˈduːs// produce something to make things to be sold, especially in large 
quantities 

212 product 
n. //ˈprɑːdʌkt// a thing that is grown or produced, usually for sale 

213 program 
n. //ˈproʊɡræm// a set of instructions in code that control the operations or functions 
of a computer 

214 project 
n. //ˈprɑːdʒekt// a planned piece of work that is designed to find information about 
something, to produce something new, or to improve something 

215 pronounce 
v. //prəˈnaʊns// pronounce something to make the sound of a word or letter in a 
particular way 

216 public adj. //ˈpʌblɪk// connected with ordinary people in society in general 

217 race 
n. //reɪs// a competition between people, animals, vehicles, etc. to see which one is the 
faster or fastest 

218 ready 
adj. //ˈredi// fully prepared for what you are going to do 

  
 

219 real 
adj. //ˈriːəl// actually existing or happening and not imagined or pretended 

  
 

220 reason 
n. //ˈriːzn// a cause or an explanation for something that has happened or that 
somebody has done 

221 recycle 
v. //ˌriːˈsaɪkl// recycle something to treat things that have already been used so that 
they can be used again 

222 reduce 
v. //rɪˈduːs// to make something less or smaller in size, quantity, price, etc. 

223 remember 
v. //rɪˈmembər// to have or keep an image in your memory of an event, a person, a 
place, etc. from the past 
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224 renewable 
adj. //rɪˈnuːəbl// that is replaced naturally or controlled carefully and can therefore be 
used without the risk of finishing it all 

225 report 
v. //rɪˈpɔːrt// to give people information about something that you have heard, seen, 
done, etc 

226 resident n. //ˈrezɪdənt// a person who lives in a particular place or who has their home there 

227 roof n. //ruːf// the structure that covers or forms the top of a building or vehicle 

228 salad 
n. //ˈsæləd// a mixture of raw vegetables such as lettuce, tomato and cucumber, 
usually served with other food as part of a meal 

229 sale n. //seɪl// an act or the process of selling something 

230 school n. //skuːl// a place where children go to be educated 

231 science 
n. //ˈsaɪəns// knowledge about the structure and behavior of the natural and physical 
world, based on facts that you can prove, for example by experiments 

232 sea 
n. //siː// the salt water that covers most of the earth’s surface and surrounds its 
continents and islands 

233 Seatle 
n. //siˈæt l// a port and industrial city in the U.S. state of Washington, the largest city in 
the northwestern United States 

234 second 
det. //ˈsekənd// happening or coming next after the first in a series of similar things or 
people; 2nd 

235 secret adj. //ˈsiːkrət// known about by only a few people; kept hidden from others 

236 section 
n. //ˈsekʃn// any of the parts into which something is divided 

  
 

237 separately adv. //ˈseprətli// as a separate person or thing; not together 

238 service 
n. //ˈsɜːrvɪs// a system that provides something that the public needs, organized by the 
government or a private company 

239 share v. //ʃer// to have or use something at the same time as somebody else 

240 sheet n. //ʃiːt// a large piece of thin cloth used on a bed to lie on or lie under 

241 shine 
v. //ʃaɪn// to produce or reflect light; to be bright 

  
 

242 sing 
n. //sɪŋ// an act of singing 

  
 

243 sky 
n. //skaɪ// the space above the earth that you can see when you look up, where clouds 
and the sun, moon and stars appear 

244 sofa 
n. //ˈsoʊfə// a long comfortable seat with a back and arms, for two or more people to 
sit on 
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 WORDS MEANING 

245 software 
n. //ˈsɔːftwer// the programs, etc. used to operate a computer 

  
 

246 space n. //speɪs// an amount of an area or of a place that is empty or that is available for use 

247 Spanish 
adj. //ˈspænɪʃ// from or connected with Spain 

  
 

248 speak 
v. //spiːk// to talk to somebody about something; to have a conversation with 
somebody 

249 special Adj. //ˈspeʃl// not ordinary or usual; different from what is normal 

250 stamp 
n. //stæmp// a small piece of paper with a design on it that you buy and stick on an 
envelope or a package before you post it 

251 store n. //stɔːr// a large shop that sells many different types of goods a big department store 

252 street 
n. //striːt// a public road in a city or town that has houses and buildings on one side or 
both sides 

253 strong 
adj. //strɔːŋ// having a lot of physical power so that you can lift heavy weights, do hard 
physical work, etc. 

254 study 
n. //ˈstʌdi// the activity of learning or gaining knowledge, either from books or by 
examining things in the world 

255 subject n. //ˈsʌbdʒekt// a thing or person that is being discussed, described or dealt with 

256 sunlight 
n. //ˈsʌnlaɪt// the light from the sun 

  
 257 marker n. //ˈmɑːrkər// an object or a sign that shows the position of something 

258 synonym 
n. //ˈsɪnənɪm// word or expression that has the same or nearly the same meaning as 
another in the same language 

259 system 
n. //ˈsɪstəm// an organized set of ideas or theories or a particular way of doing 
something 

260 tablet n. //ˈtæblət// a small round solid piece of medicine that you swallow 

261 teacher 
n. //ˈtiːtʃər// a person whose job is teaching, especially in a school 

  
 

262 technology 
n. //tekˈnɑːlədʒi// scientific knowledge used in practical ways in industry, for example 
in designing new machines 

263 telephone 
n. //ˈtelɪfoʊn// a system for talking to somebody else over long distances, using wires 
or radio; a machine used for this 

264 temperature n. //ˈtemprətʃər// the measurement in degrees of how hot or cold a thing or place is 
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 WORDS MEANING 

265 terrible adj. //ˈterəbl// very unpleasant; making you feel very unhappy, upset or frightened 

266 think 
v. //θɪŋk// to have a particular idea or opinion about something/somebody; to believe 
something 

267 third 
det. //θɜːrd// used when you have failed to do something twice and hope that you will 
succeed the third time 

268 throw 
v. //θroʊ// to send something from your hand through the air by moving your hand or 
arm quickly 

269 ticket 
n. //ˈtɪkɪt// to have a particular idea or opinion about something/somebody; to believe 
something 

270 today 
adv. //təˈdeɪ// on this day 

 
 

271 together adv. //təˈɡeðər// with or near to somebody/something else; with each other 

272 tomorrow adv. //təˈmɔːroʊ// on or during the day after today 

273 tourist n. //ˈtʊrɪst// a person who is travelling or visiting a place for pleasure 

274 towel n. //ˈtaʊəl// a piece of cloth or paper used for drying things, especially your body 

275 town 
n. //taʊn// place with many houses, shops/stores, etc. where people live and work. It is 
larger than a village but smaller than a city 

276 toxic 
adj. //ˈtɑːksɪk// containing poison; poisonous 

  
 

277 translate v. //trænsˈleɪt// to express the meaning of speech or writing in a different language 

278 trash n. //træʃ// things that you throw away because you no longer want or need them 

279 tree 
n. //triː// a tall plant that can live a long time. Trees have a thick central wooden trunk 
from which branches grow, usually with leaves on them 

280 trick 
n. //trɪk// something that you do to make somebody believe something which is not 
true, or to annoy somebody as a joke 

  
 

281 trip 
n. //trɪp// a journey to a place and back again, especially a short one for pleasure or a 
particular purpose 

282 umbrella 
n. //ʌmˈbrelə// an object with a round folding frame of long straight pieces of metal 
covered with material, that you use to protect yourself from the rain or from hot sun 

283 understand 
v. //ˌʌndərˈstænd// to know or realize the meaning of words, a language, what 
somebody says, etc. 
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 WORDS MEANING 

284 use 
v. //juːz// to do something with a machine, a method, an object, etc. for a particular 
purpose 

285 vegetable 
n. //ˈvedʒtəbl// a plant or part of a plant that is eaten as food. Potatoes, beans and 
onions are all vegetables 

286 vehicle 
n. //ˈviːəkl// a thing that is used for transporting people or goods from one place to 
another, such as a car or lorry/truck 

287 video 
n. //ˈvɪdioʊ// a system of recording moving pictures and sound, either using videotape 
or a digital method of storing data 

288 vocabulary n. //vəˈkæbjəleri// all the words that a person knows or uses 

289 war 
n. //wɔːr//a situation in which two or more countries or groups of people fight against 
each other over a period of time 

290 warming 
adj. //ˈwɔːrnɪŋ// telling or showing somebody that something bad or unpleasant may 
happen in the future so that they can try to avoid it 

291 wash v. //wɑːʃ// to make something/somebody clean using water and usually soap 

292 water 
n. //ˈwɔːtər// a liquid without colour, smell or taste that falls as rain, is in lakes, rivers 
and seas, and is used for drinking, washing, etc. 

293 weather 
n. //ˈweðər// the condition of the atmosphere at a particular place and time, such as 
the temperature, and if there is wind, rain, sun, etc. 

294 welcome v. //ˈwelkəm// to say hello to somebody in a friendly way when they arrive somewhere 

295 widow n. //ˈwɪdoʊ// a woman whose husband has died and who has not married again 

296 wind n. //wɪnd// air that moves quickly as a result of natural forces 

297 winner n. //ˈwɪnər// a person, a team, an animal, etc. that wins something 

298 word 
n. //wɜːrd// a single unit of language which means something and can be spoken or 
written 

299 work 
v. //wɜːrk// to do something that involves physical or mental effort, especially as part of 
a job 

300 world n. //wɜːrld// the earth, with all its countries, peoples and natural features 

 


